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Flink SQL Overview

As Flink SQL is used in SQL Stream Builder, you can execute the supported Flink DDL, DML and query statements
directly from the SQL window in Streaming SQL Console.

Flink DDL
Flink SQL supports Data Definition Language (DDL) statements to create, modify and remove objects within a data
structure.

The following table summarizes the supported DDL statements in SQL Stream Builder:

DDL Description Option

CREATE TABLE Creating table for the SQL query. You
can create tables based on the supported
connectors.

• Adding WATERMARK and PRIMARY
KEY information

• Creating table with LIKE clause

CREATE VIEW Creating custom views using columns from
tables. There is no physical data behind a
view.

• Adding queries, expressions and joins

CREATE FUNCTION Creating User Defined Function (UDF) for a
query.

• Using Javascript or Java language
• Using Functions tab on Streaming SQL

Console

DROP TABLE

DROP VIEW

DROP FUNCTIONS

Deleting a table, view or function. • Using Streaming SQL Console
functionality to delete table, view or
function

ALTER TABLE

ALTER VIEW

ALTER FUNCTION

Modifying table, view or function properties. • Using RENAME TO or SET for table
• Using RENAME TO or AS for view and

function

Flink DML
Flink SQL supports Data Manipulation Language (DML) statements to manipulate the data itself with adding,
deleting or modyfing.

The following table summarizes the supported DML statements in SQL Stream Builder:

DML Description Option

INSERT INTO Inserting query results into a specified table. • Inserting columns or values into a table
• Adding OVERWRITE to overwrite the

existing data in the table

Flink Queries
Flink SQL supports queriyng data with SELECT statement and using different types of operations.

You can query data from a table using the SELECT statement.
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Query Description Option

SELECT Querying data from a table using different
operations.

• Selecting all data in a table
• Selecting data using different types of

operations

The following table summarizes the supported operations for SELECT statement in SQL Stream Builder:

Operation Description Option

WHERE Querying data based adding filters. • Using boolien expression

JOIN Joining data from tables based on a equivalent
column.

• Using temporal joins based on event time
or processing time

• Using lookup join

GROUP BY Grouping results using built-in or user defined
functions.

• Using with streaming table procudes
updated results

ORDER BY Ordering results to be sort based on a specified
expression.

• Using with streaming table the primary
sorting key needs to be time

Other supported statements
Beside the supported DDL, DML and SELECT, the supported statements also include DESCRIBE, SHOW and SET
that you can use in SQL Stream Builder.

The following table summarizes the supported statements for in SQL Stream Builder:

Operation Description

DESCRIBE TABLES Describing the schema of a table

SHOW TABLES

SHOW VIEWS

SHOW FUNCTIONS

SHOW DATABASES

SHOW CATALOGS

Showing a list of existing tables, views, functions, databases or
catalogs

SET Setting properties of session

SQL Examples
You can use the SQL examples for frequently used functions, syntax and techniques in SQL Stream Builder (SSB).
SSB uses Calcite Compatible SQL, but to include the functionality of Flink you need to customize certain SQL
commands.

Metadata commands

-- show all tables
SHOW tables;
-- describe or show schema for table
DESCRIBE payments;
DESC payments;

Timestamps, intervals and time

-- eventTimestamp is the Kafka timestamp
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-- as unix timestamp. Magically added to every schema.
SELECT max(eventTimestamp) FROM solar_inputs;

-- make it human readable
SELECT CAST(max(eventTimestamp) AS varchar) as TS FROM solar_inputs;

-- date math with interval
SELECT * FROM payments
WHERE eventTimestamp > CURRENT_TIMESTAMP-interval '10' second;

Aggregation

-- hourly payment volume

SELECT SUM(CAST(amount AS numeric)) AS payment_volume,
CAST(TUMBLE_END(eventTimestamp, interval '1' hour) AS varchar) AS ts
FROM payments
GROUP BY TUMBLE(eventTimestamp, interval '1' hour);

-- detect multiple auths in a short window and
-- send to lock account topic/microservice

SELECT card,
MAX(amount) as theamount,
TUMBLE_END(eventTimestamp, interval '5' minute) as ts
FROM payments
WHERE lat IS NOT NULL
AND lon IS NOT NULL
GROUP BY card, TUMBLE(eventTimestamp, interval '5' minute)
HAVING COUNT(*) > 4 -- >4==fraud

Working with arrays

-- unnest each array element as separate row
SELECT b.*, u.*
 FROM bgp_avro b,
 UNNEST(b.path) AS u(pathitem)

Note:  Arrays start at 1 not 0.

Union ALL

-- union two different tables
SELECT * FROM clickstream
WHERE useragent = 'Chrome/62.0.3202.84 Mobile Safari/537.36'
UNION ALL
SELECT * FROM clickstream
WHERE useragent = 'Version/4.0 Chrome/58.0.3029.83 Mobile Safari/537.36'

Math

-- simple math
SELECT 42+1 FROM mylogs;
-- inline
SELECT (amount+10)*upcharge AS total_amount
FROM payments
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WHERE account_type = 'merchant'

-- convert C to F
SELECT (temp-32)/1.8 AS temp_fahrenheit
FROM reactor_core_sensors;

-- daily miles accumulator, 100:1
-- send to persistent storage microservice
-- for upsert of miles tally
SELECT card,
SUM(amount)/100 AS miles,
TUMBLE_END(eventTimestamp, interval '1' day)
FROM payments
GROUP BY card, TUMBLE(eventTimestamp, interval '1' day);

Joins

-- join multiple streams
SELECT o.name,
       sum(d.clicks),
       hop_end(r.eventTimestamp, interval '20' second, interval '40' second)
 FROM click_stream o join orgs r on o.org_id = r.org_id
               join models d on d.org_id = r.org_id
 GROUP BY o.name,
        hop(r.eventTimestamp, interval '20' second, interval '40' second)

-- join with temporal table where LatestRates is a temporal table
SELECT
  o.amount, o.currency, r.rate, o.amount * r.rate
FROM
  Orders AS o
  JOIN LatestRates FOR SYSTEM_TIME AS OF o.proctime AS r 
  ON r.currency = o.currency

Hyperjoins

Joins are considered "hyperjoins" because SQL Stream Builder has the ability to join multiple tables in a single query,
and because the Kafka table is created from a data provider, these joins can span multiple clusters/connect strings, but
also multiple types of sources (join Kafka and a database for instance).

SELECT us_west.user_score+ap_south.user_score
FROM kafka_in_zone_us_west us_west
FULL OUTER JOIN kafka_in_zone_ap_south ap_south
ON us_west.user_id = ap_south.user_id;

Misc SQL tricks

-- concatenation
SELECT 'testme_'||name FROM logs;

-- select the datatype of the field
SELECT eventTimestamp, TYPEOF(eventTimestamp) as mytype FROM airplanes;

Escaping and quoting

Typical escaping and quoting is supported.
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• Nested columns

SELECT foo.`bar` FROM table; -- must quote nested column

• Literals

SELECT "some string literal" FROM mytable; -- a literal

Built In Functions

-- convert EPOCH time to timestamp
select EPOCH_TO_TIMESTAMP(1593718981) from ev_sample_fraud;

-- convert EPOCH milliseconds to timestamp
select EPOCHMILLIS_TO_TIMESTAMP(1593718838150) from ev_sample_fraud;

Enriching streaming data with join

In SQL Stream builder, you can enrich your streaming data with values from a slowly changing dataset using join
statements.

Regular join

Join statements in SQL serves to combine columns and rows from two or more tables based on a shared column.
When you join tables from a slowly changing source such as HDFS, Kudu, Hive and so on, you can simply use the
regular JOIN syntax of SQL. The following example shows a regular INNER JOIN where the Orders table is joined
with Product table based on the productId:

SELECT * FROM Orders
INNER JOIN Product
ON Orders.productId = Product.id

A regular join can only be used with bounded tables. In a streaming context data is produced continuously, and with
a regular join both sides of the join would need to be buffered indefinitely to store all of the events that would match
with the result of the SQL query. To get results from a given amount of time and to join streaming tables, a time
boundary needs to be specified. This means the tables not only need to be joined by a key or column, but also on a
time attribute.

Interval join

When joining streaming tables, the time attribute can be defined in the SQL syntax using BETWEEN and an interval
value:

SELECT *
FROM Orders o, Shipments s
WHERE o.id = s.order_id
AND o.order_time BETWEEN s.ship_time - INTERVAL '4' HOUR AND s.ship_time

In this case, Orders table is joined with the Shipments table and the results are going to be generated based on the id
column as long as the order time and shipment time is within four hours of each other. The condition of this scenario
is that the events in the streams happen almost at the same time with minimal delay, so the time boundary can be
defined between an approximate interval.

When you want to join a streaming table with a slowly changing table, time attributes can differ as one of the tables
stores data over a long period of time, while the streaming table receives new data continuiously. To join these types
of tables, a time needs to be defined that can serve as a reference point for both types of tables.
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Joining streaming and bounded tables
Beside regular join and interval join, in Flink SQL you are able to join a streaming table and a slowly changing
dimension table for enrichment. In this case, you need to use a temporal join where the streaming table is joined with
a versioned table based on a key, and the processing or event time.

A versioned table is a table that contains a time attribute, and reflects the records from a table at a specific point of
time. When you use append-only or regularly updated sources, the values related to a key are updated over a long
period of time. For example, a table can contain the currency rates since last month. At every change of the currency
rate, a new value is added to the stream, therefore to the table. With creating a versioned table of the currency rate,
you can specify which rate you need in an exact point of time: use the currency rates from 12:00.

For more information of Version Tables, see the official Apache Flink documentation.

Temporal join

After determining the version of the bounded table, you also need to define a time for the streaming table. In Flink,
event time and processing time can be specified. When using event time, you need to create a temporal join.

Event time is the time that each individual event occurred on its producing device. To have an event time attribute in
your SQL query, you need to define a timestamp column with a watermark definition column when creating the table:

CREATE TABLE orders (
    order_id    STRING,
    price       DECIMAL(32,2),
    currency    STRING,
    order_time  TIMESTAMP(3),
    WATERMARK FOR order_time AS order_time
) WITH (
  ...
)

When you want to use event time in a JOIN, you need to refer to the event time column as defined for the table in the
FOR SYSTEM_TIME AS OF part of the SQL query:

SELECT 
     order_id,
     price,
     currency,
     conversion_rate,
     order_time,
FROM orders
LEFT JOIN currency_rates FOR SYSTEM_TIME AS OF orders.order_time
ON orders.currency = currency_rates.currency

Lookup join

As a special case of temporal join, you can use the processing time as a time attribute. In Flink, processing time is
the system time of the machine, also known as “wall-clock time”. When you use the processing time in a JOIN SQL
syntax, Flink translates into a lookup join and uses the latest version of the bounded table. The following example
shows the join syntax that needs to be used for enriching streaming data:

SELECT o.order_id, o.total, c.country, c.zip
FROM Orders AS o
  JOIN Customers FOR SYSTEM_TIME AS OF PROCTIME()
    ON o.customer_id = c.id

In the above example, Customers serves as the lookup table. The FOR    SYSTEM_TIME AS OF PROCTIME()
syntax indicates that you always want to look up in the latest version of the table. With including the processing
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time in the SQL syntax, you can query the latest version of a lookup table, and enrich your streaming data with the
corresponding value.

Note:  When using SQL Stream Builder, you can simply use the PROCTIME() function as the version of
the lookup table when performing a lookup join. This means that you do not need to create and reference a
processing time column in your probe stream anymore.

In SQL Stream Builder, the following connectors are supported as lookup tables:

• Kudu
• Hive
• JDBC

Example: joining Kafka and Kudu tables
Using lookup join, you can join Kafka and Kudu tables to enrich the streaming data of Kafka with information from
the Kudu tables. In the this example, Orders of a Kafka streaming table are enriched with metadata information from
a Kudu table.

As a prerequisite for the example, the following steps were completed in SQL Stream Builder:

• Registering Kafka as a Data Provider.
• Registering Kudu as a Catalog.
• Creating Orders Kafka table.
• Creating ItemMeta Kudu table.
• Generating data for Kafka and Kudu tables.

The tables in the example contain the following information:

Tables Columns

Kafka - Orders • order_number
• price
• order_time
• item_id

Kudu - ItemMeta • id
• info

In the scope of this example, the Orders table will be joined with latest version of the ItemMeta table based on the
item id, and the selected information is sampled under the Results tab of the Streaming SQL Console:

SELECT order_time, item_id, info, price
FROM Orders
JOIN kudu.default_database.ItemMeta FOR SYSTEM_TIME AS OF PROCTIME()
ON item_id = id

After running the SQL query, the results are continuously sampled to the Streaming SQL Console, the rows of
order_time, item_id and price are enriched with info column from the ItemMeta Kudu table:
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